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In their endeavor to establish new products and services, entrepreneurs can face strong
resistance from market incumbents whose resources and market position they threaten.
This paper looks at the battles between entrepreneurs and market incumbents in a regu-
latedmarket where various institutional actors (e.g., regulators, courts) have the power to
protect the incumbents by hindering the entrepreneurs. Our comparison of one failed and
one successful attempt to introduce pay TV in the U.S. reveals how entrepreneurs can first
enter a regulated market without facing resistance, and then introduce a new frame to
legitimize their product or service despite growing resistance from incumbents. Our
framework highlights framing as a strategy and framing contests as a mechanism through
which entrepreneurs and incumbents can battle to enable or disable institutional change.
As part of this process, we also uncover how entrepreneurs evolve from self-serving actors
with no field-level intentions to powerful groups that create a ripple effect in their envi-
ronment by moving their target of influence from private to institutional actors. Our work
constitutes a step toward a more “realistic” tale of institutional change.

Entrepreneurshiphas longbeenviewedas anengine
that drives innovation and promotes economic devel-
opment (Reynolds, 1997; Schumpeter, 1934). How-
ever, this engine can slow down significantly due to
resistance fromvariousmarketplayers and institutions
whose resources and position entrepreneurs threaten
while establishing theirproducts andservices (Aldrich
& Baker, 2001; Pache & Santos, 2010; Pacheco, York,
Dean, & Sarasvathy, 2010; Sine & Lee, 2009). Studies
have shown that a major source of resistance against
entrepreneurscomes frommarket incumbents (Aldrich
&Baker,2001;Lawrence,1999).Market incumbentsare
known to attack entrepreneurs directly by introducing
new products, as well as indirectly by maintaining
strong connections to key institutions that can impose
restrictions on the entrepreneurs (Aldrich & Baker,
2001). Incumbent resistance can be particularly strong
in regulatedmarkets where various institutional actors
(e.g., regulators, courts) have the power to protect the
incumbents against market entrants through laws and
regulations (Edelman & Suchman, 1997; Russo, 2001).
But how can incumbents convince these actors to
hinder entrepreneurs with innovative products or
services? In turn, how can the entrepreneurs estab-
lish their products and services despite this re-
sistance? Answering these questions is critical for

our knowledge of firm strategy, and of the innovation
adoption in societies.

In this study, we explore this topic through the
research question: How do entrepreneurs and in-
cumbents advance or protect their interests and
shape a regulated market in their favor? Our study
addresses earlier calls (e.g., Haveman, Habinek, &
Goodman, 2012; Zahra, 2007) to emphasize the dy-
namics of the research context in process-based
studies. Our context is the development pro-
cesses of two distinct attempts to introduce pay TV
services—“over-the-air (OTA) pay TV” and “pay
cable TV”—within the strictly regulated industry of
broadcasting between 1949 and 1985 in the United
States. Comparing and contrasting these two at-
tempts to introduce pay TV we observe that despite
a familiar technology,1 a lower installation cost, and

1 The technology for the over-the-air pay TV service is
a small modification of the broadcasting technology al-
ready in use for public television. A broadcast channel
transmits a scrambled signal over the air and a decoder
unscrambles it at the subscriber’s home. Cable TV, on the
other hand, uses wires to distribute over-the-air signals
from community antennas to households in remote loca-
tions. See Findings for further details.
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resourceful advocates, OTA pay TV was deterred by
regulators while pay cable TV thrived.

The framework that emerges from our findings ex-
plains how entrepreneurs can first enter a regulated
market without resistance, and then introduce a new
frame around their product or service in order to le-
gitimize it despite growing resistance from powerful
incumbents. In the process, they first address various
interest groups that can benefit from their product or
service, and then generalize their frame to one of
public interest. Once public support is achieved, they
lobby various institutional actors to put pressure on
the regulators to rule in their favor. We identify that
each objective within this process is supported by
a framing strategy and various forms of collective ac-
tion in order to influence the target. As part of this
process, we also uncover how entrepreneurs become
more strategic in their actions over time as they
gradually turn into institutional entrepreneurs by
slowly changing the way the industry is regulated.

Our findings make various contributions to liter-
ature. First, we emphasize that framing is an impor-
tant strategic tool during market entry. As described
above, entrepreneurs typically face a strong coalition
between incumbents and institutions upon entry
into established, and especially regulated, markets
(Aldrich & Baker, 2001; Russo, 2001). We observe
that entrepreneurs can avoid resistance from this
strong coalition by aligning their product or service
with the interests of incumbents and the dominant
frame of the regulators. This strategy is effective be-
cause it creates an initial positive opinion from reg-
ulators, which would take the incumbents time and
effort to change, thus creating a window of oppor-
tunity for entrepreneurs to grow.

Second, our findings illustrate how, in their at-
tempt to legitimize their service, cable operators
entered a framing contest with the incumbents, how
this framing contest divided the institutional actors,
and how cable operators then invited the opposing
institutions to switch sides in order to reduce the
industry turmoil. Prior studies have documented the
existence of framing contests as a centralmechanism
leading to the creation and change of institutions
(Guérard, Bode, & Gustafsson, 2013; Kaplan, 2008;
Ryan, 1991; Schneiberg & Soule, 2005). However,
studies have not informed how framing contests oc-
cur and how the frames of different parties evolve
over time. Our findings constitute a potentially im-
portant step in documenting the role of not only the
entrepreneurs, but also the incumbents and various
institutions in the emergence and development of
framing contests. In addition, we emphasize that

during the regulation of new technologies, public
interest is at the core of the related framing con-
tests. In this process, incumbents can attempt to
influence regulators by framing the new technol-
ogy against the public interest. This strategy is
effective as it engages the raison d’etre of the reg-
ulatory agency—i.e., preserving the public interest
(Pigou, 1932)—leaving the market entrants with no
choice but to introduce an alternative frameof public
interest around their technology. We posit that in
this process, an indirect approach to the regulators,
using collective action to create a ripple effect in the
public and institutional spheres, may be more ef-
fective than petitioning them directly.

Finally, our study followsearlier empirical attempts
(e.g., Hargadon & Douglas, 2001; Pacheco et al., 2010;
Tracey, Phillips, & Jarvis, 2011) to establish a link
between entrepreneurship and institutional entrepre-
neurship by documenting the evolution of entrepre-
neurs from being self-serving and improvising, with
no field-level intentions, to becoming central actors
with strategic actions targeted at changing their in-
stitutional environment (Levy&Scully, 2007;Pacheco
et al., 2010). In the process, we contribute to estab-
lishing a more “realistic” image of institutional
entrepreneurship (Aldrich, 2011; Aldrich & Fiol,
1994), where institutional change is fueled by en-
trepreneurs acting collectively to convince private
and institutional actors to cooperate in order to
benefit from the change while battling resistors of
change (e.g., incumbents) through framing contests.
In the remainder of the paper, we first lay out the
theoretical background on our research question,
then discuss the findings, their generalizability and
contributions to the literature, and finally provide
concluding remarks.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Entrepreneurship is defined as the process of discov-
ering, evaluating, and exploiting opportunities to create
future goods and services (Shane & Venkataraman,
2000). Studies have shown that environmental con-
ditions can make a significant difference in the avail-
ability of opportunities for entrepreneurs and their
ability to exploit them (Aldrich, 1999; Baumol, 1996).
A growing stream of research examines entrepreneur-
ship in nascent markets where entrepreneurs struggle
to gain legitimacy amid high ambiguity (Aldrich &
Fiol, 1994; Rindova & Fombrun, 2001), unclear
product definitions, industry structure, and de-
pendence relationships (Hargadon&Douglas, 2001;
Ozcan & Santos, 2015; Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009),
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and lack of a dominant logic to guide actions (Kaplan
& Tripsas, 2008; Porac, Ventresca, & Mishina, 2002).
While entrepreneurs in these settings find opportuni-
ties for strategic action (Granqvist, Grodal, & Woolley,
2013; Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 2009; Santos & Eisenhardt,
2009), they struggle to legitimate the newmarket given
their own limited legitimacy and resources (Hallen,
2008; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; Rindova & Kotha,
2001). Established markets, on the other hand, present
an entirely different set of challenges for entrepreneurs.
While lack of clarity regarding the industry structure or
product definitions is typically not an issue, the main
challenge in these settings is the resistance coming
from various established and powerful players.

Studies have shown that in established markets,
a major source of resistance against entrepreneurs
comes frommarket incumbentswhose resources and
market position the entrepreneurs threaten (Aldrich
& Baker, 2001; Lawrence, 1999). Market incumbents
are known to attack entrepreneurs directly by in-
troducing new products and services, as well as in-
directly by maintaining strong connections to key
institutions that can impose restrictions on the en-
trepreneurs through laws and regulations (Aldrich &
Baker, 2001; Edelman & Suchman, 1997). The re-
sistance of the incumbents can be particularly strong
in regulated markets2 where various institutional ac-
tors (e.g., regulators, courts) have thepower to support
and protect the incumbents by hindering the entre-
preneurs (Russo, 2001). First, mechanisms such as
the “revolving door” (Eckert, 1981)—i.e., individuals
passing between roles at legislators or regulators and
the private organizations affected by the legislation
and regulation—may contribute to a close relation-
ship between institutions and incumbents over time
(Russo, 2001). In addition, incumbents may act more
strategically, portraying new entrants as destructive
or destabilizing for the market. In the US airline
industry, for instance, incumbent airlines suc-
ceeded in getting new airlines rejected when the
latter requested interstate routes from the regula-
tor at that time, the Civil Aeronautics Board
(Derthick & Quirk, 1985). In a more recent study,
Ingram and Rao (2004) showed how, despite their
size disadvantage, independent grocery stores or-
ganized a social movement and achieved a tempo-
rary ban against supermarket chains entering the
retail industry in the 1930s.

Despite their limited number, these empirical ac-
counts of how incumbents strategize to influence
regulators and other institutions in their environ-
ment suggest that many products and services may
never reach consumer adoption due to the resistance
formed and diffused by market incumbents. On the
other hand, there are many popular products and
services that have emerged in regulated markets
(e.g., diesel and electric cars, mobile phones and
Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP) telephony, stem
cell drugs and treatments, vitamins and herbal sup-
plements), proving that entrepreneurs can overcome
the counterforces they face in suchmarkets andgoon
to establish their products and services. In order to
understand how they do this, we first review extant
work on entrepreneurship in regulated environ-
ments and then turn to various other streams of lit-
erature to fill in the gaps.

Entrepreneurship in Regulated Environments

Studies have shown that the institutional envi-
ronment plays a key role for entrepreneurs in that it
catalyzes or hinders venture emergence and survival
(Gnyawali & Fogel, 1994; Hwang & Powell, 2005;
Khanna&Palepu, 1997; Pacheco et al., 2010).Within
different aspects of an institutional environment,
laws and regulations are known to be critical drivers
of this process as regulatory actors can promote or
hinder new products and services through the in-
stitutional mechanisms they develop (Edelman &
Suchman, 1997; Russo, 2001).

Most studies on entrepreneurship and regulation
find that regulation discourages entrepreneurship
(Baumol, Litan, & Schramm, 2009; De Soto, 2000;
Gray, 1987; Haveman &Norsworthy, 1989; Joskow &
Rose, 1989). Regulatory costs, both at start-up and
subsequently, can diminish available resources and
thus lead to fewer businesses being started (Djankov,
La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer, 2002). For
instance, Dobbin and Dowd (1997) found that in
Massachusetts, the availability of resources entre-
preneurs needed for founding and running railroads
varied significantly across regulatory regimes. In
addition, having to report to various institutions
and spending substantial time in legal work can
discourage entrepreneurs (De Soto, 2000). Scholars
have suggested that regulation influences not only
the volume, but also the nature, of entrepreneu-
rial activity, and that high-regulation environments
have less “productive” kinds of entrepreneur-
ship compared to low-regulation environments
(Baumol, 1990).

2 A regulated, or controlled, market is one in which the
government controls the forces of supply anddemand, such
aswho is allowed to enter themarket or what pricesmay be
charged.
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While regulated environments are known to be
challenging for entrepreneurs, regulation-free envi-
ronments are not problem-free either. One stream of
entrepreneurship studies has focused on emerging
markets and found that the lack of institutional
arrangements, or “institutional voids,” may provide
a regulation-free environment for entrepreneurs.
However, these environments typically lack other
institutions (e.g., property rights or legal structures),
without which entrepreneurs cannot easily set up
and protect their business (Bruton, Ahlstrom, &
Oblój, 2008; Hoskisson, Eden, Lau, & Wright, 2000;
Khanna & Palepu, 1997; Kiss, Danis, & Cavusgil,
2012;Mair &Martı́, 2009).While typical in emerging
markets, a regulation-free environment, or “regula-
tory void,” might also occur in established markets,
in particular during periods of technological change
that makes industry rules and regulations obsolete
(Anderson & Tushman, 1990). Existing literature has
addressed how new technologies create uncertainty
in the environment (Anderson & Tushman, 1990;
Bower & Christensen, 1995; Hargadon & Douglas,
2001; Kaplan&Murray, 2010; Tushman&Anderson,
1986) until a defined institutional, including regu-
latory, space is established to govern the production,
distribution, and consumption of associated artifacts
(Dosi, 1982; Rosenberg, 1982; Van de Ven & Garud,
1993). Previous studies have illustrated how entre-
preneurs can take advantage of this uncertainty to
shape the market in their favor (Ozcan & Eisenhardt,
2009; Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009), but these studies
have mostly focused on nascent markets, where en-
trepreneurs typically do not have to deal with pow-
erful incumbents.

As mentioned above, a key challenge for entre-
preneurs in regulated markets is the resistance initi-
ated bypowerful incumbents (Aldrich&Baker, 2001;
Lawrence, 1999). Incumbents typically maintain
strong connections to key institutions in their envi-
ronment in order try to preserve their status quo
(Aldrich & Baker, 2001; Lawrence, 1999). Scholars
have suggested that these connections can be partic-
ularly detrimental in regulated markets where vari-
ous institutional actors (e.g., regulators, courts) have
the power to block the entrepreneurs through laws
and regulations (Edelman & Suchman, 1997; Russo,
2001). However, our knowledge is very limited on
how incumbents can influence these institutions to
act against entrepreneurs, and how entrepreneurs
can overcome this collective resistance.

One stream of literature that could provide in-
sights into how entrepreneurs and incumbents at-
tempt to shape a regulated environment is corporate

political strategy.However, such literaturehas largely
focused on the interaction between firms and elected
legislators (Hillman & Hitt, 1999; Krehbiel, 1999;
Mizruchi, 1992; Schuler, Rehbein, & Cramer, 2002)
and has ignored the interactions between firms
and non-legislative institutions, such as regulatory
agencies and courts that frequently determine public
policies. The few studies that have examined how
firms deal with regulators have focused on firms’
direct interactionwith these entities. Schuler (1996),
for example, considered the U.S. steel industry’s
strategy of petitioning U.S. trade agencies when
seeking imposition of antidumping duties on foreign
imports. De Figueiredo and Tiller (2001) examined
whysometelecommunications firms lobby theFederal
Communications Commission (FCC) using internal
staff, whereas other firms subcontract to external
lobbying organizations. Lippmann (2007) showed
how large commercial-radio broadcasters legitimized
their organizational form by lobbying the newly cre-
ated regulator, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC),
through political ties. While these studies provide
a critical step toward understanding the interaction
between firms and their regulatory environment, they
focus on the actions of large firms, and assume that
these firms receive favorable rulings by directly inter-
actingwith, or targeting, the relevant regulatoryagency.

Another stream of literature that could inform our
research question is institutional entrepreneurship,
which deals with how actors shape their broader
institutional environment; i.e., change the rules,
practices, and laws in an industry (DiMaggio, 1988).
Scholars have suggested that in order to push their
objectives, institutional entrepreneurs engage in
defining and legitimizing activities, and try to com-
bat or co-opt their rivals (Scott, 2007). In their at-
tempt to change their institutional environment,
these actors are known to use framing to manage
perceptions of various stakeholders (Hargadon &
Douglas, 2001; Rao, 1998) and collective action to
motivate cooperation of other actors by providing
them with common meanings (Guérard et al.,
2013; Lounsbury,Ventresca,&Hirsch, 2003). Below,
we explain these activities in detail.

Framing. A frame is an “interpretative schema that
simplifies and condenses ‘the world out there,’ thus
organizing experience and guiding action by ren-
dering events or occurrences meaningful” (Snow &
Benford, 1992: 37). Through framing, actors can in-
fluence “the underlying structures of belief, per-
ception and appreciation throughwhich subsequent
interpretation is filtered” (Schön & Rein, 1994: 23).
Theuseof framing, especially stories, has been found
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effective in challenging dominant logics and legiti-
mating new organizational forms (Hargadon &
Douglas, 2001; Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Lawrence &
Phillips, 2004; Pacheco et al., 2010; Rao, 1998;
Zilber, 2002, 2007). Empirical work on framing in-
cludes Rao’s study (1998) on the powerful legiti-
mizing effect of framing on the establishment of
consumer watchdog associations and the Hargadon
and Douglas (2001) study on the framing of new
electric lighting systems in familiar terms with
existing gas lights. In addition, Lounsbury et al.
(2003) found that environmental activists for recy-
cling needed to be able to frame recycling as part of
a broader dialogue, a field-level frame, in order to
mobilize resources.

While newmarket entrants use strategic framing to
legitimize their product or service, incumbents typ-
ically use a counterforce to influence institutions in
order to protect their markets. The existence of
framing contests3 that emerge out of this tension has
been documented as a central mechanism leading to
institution creation (Kaplan, 2008; Schneiberg &
Soule, 2005, Guérard et al., 2013). Among these,
Kaplan (2008) is noteworthy as the first empirical
attempt to uncover the emergence and development
of framing contests; however, the setting of this study
is intra-organizational. The recent study by Guérard
et al. (2013) examines framing contests in an inter-
organizational setting where non-governmental or-
ganizations and car manufacturers entered into
framing contests over the establishment of emission
filters for diesel cars in Germany. However, this
study focuses on the normative emergence of in-
stitutions anddoesnot consider the role of regulatory
institutions in the framing contest.

Collective action. Studies have shown that orga-
nizing collective action, i.e., purposeful collective
behavior, is a critical step for entrepreneurs in gaining
socio-political legitimacy (Fligstein, 1996; King &
Soule, 2007; Lawrence et al., 2002; Pacheco et al.,
2010; Wijen & Ansari, 2007). A common form of col-
lective action is interfirmcollaborationwith resource-
richandpoliticallypowerful firms (Bonardi,Hillman,
& Keim, 2005; Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996;
Hillman & Hitt, 1999; Ozcan & Eisenhardt, 2009;
Stuart, Hoang, & Hybels, 1999). Another is to initiate
collective action through industry associations, which
canrepresentmembers’ interestsandlobbyforresources,
promote agendas andpropose new legislation (David,

Sine, & Haveman, 2012; Galvin, 2002; Granovetter &
McGuire, 1998; Greenwood, Suddaby, & Hinings,
2002; O’Mahony & Bechky, 2008; Sine, David, &
Mitsuhashi, 2007).

Collective action can also take the form of social
movements (Haveman&Rao, 1997; Lounsbury et al.,
2003; Rao, 2009; Schneiberg, King, & Smith, 2008;
Sine & Lee, 2009; Swaminathan & Wade, 2001),
which can be defined as an action system of mobi-
lizednetworks of groups andorganizations that try to
achieve social change byusing collective protest (see
Sine & David, 2010, for a review). A common form of
collective action at this level is to organize public
campaigns that aim to identify the population with
one’s cause (Frank, Hironaka, & Schofer, 2000), and
collective lobbying to pressure the political author-
ities for recognition and to have one’s demands met
(Bonchek & Shepsle, 1996; Hillman & Hitt, 1999;
Ingram & Rao, 2004; Lee, 2009). Studies have shown
that in order to provide content for their movement,
actors often use objectification (Tolbert & Zucker,
1996) through usage or information giving by legiti-
mate actors; e.g., academics or celebrities (Guérard
et al., 2013; Rao, Monin, & Durand, 2003).

Overall, our literature review reveals a strong need
for empirical studies that uncover the longitudinal
process of how entrepreneurs and incumbents can
use framing and collective action to shape a regulated
environment in their favor. In particular, we find that
while studies emphasize framing as an important
strategic tool, most deal with only one type of actor
and rarely examine how framing contests occur and
the frames of different parties coevolve. Regarding
collective action, our knowledge is still limited on
how actors can use different types of collective action
to influence actors of various types, andwhether they
tackle them all at once or follow a certain pattern in
their approach. Given the importance of a favorable
regulatory environment for firm survival (Edelman &
Suchman, 1997), the goal of this study is to uncover
how entrepreneurs and incumbents use these and
other tools to shape a regulated market.

RESEARCH METHODS

Given limited theory and empirical evidence on our
research question (How do entrepreneurs and in-
cumbents advance or protect their interests and shape
a regulated market in their favor?), we conducted an
inductive study (Eisenhardt, 1989). Inductive studies
are an especially good choice for answering process-
based questions such as ours (Eisenhardt & Graebner,
2007). Rather than a single-case studywe examine two

3 A framing contest is the struggle over meaning that
attempts to influence the interpretative schemes of actors
involved in a given situation (Kaplan, 2008).
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cases, which enables comparative analysis that is
likely to result in a more accurate, generalizable
theory (Eisenhardt, 1991; Yin, 1994). Our two cases
are the two technologies that were developed to offer
pay TV services in theU.S., namelyOTApay TV and
pay cable TV. This research setting is particularly
appropriate for our study for several reasons. First,
pay TV services were introduced into the broad-
casting industry, which is an established industry
with a strong regulator (the FCC). In addition, this
controlled setting allowed us to systematically ob-
serve how political action of various firms and in-
stitutions affects development of the two services.
Finally, our cases occur over an extended period of
time, between 1949 and 1985. Studies have shown
that entrepreneurship often occurs in long periods of
turbulence and uncertainty (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994;
Anderson & Zeithaml, 1984; Tushman & Anderson,
1986). Our longitudinal approach allowed us to ob-
serve how entrepreneurs and incumbents can shape
a regulated environment over time.

Data Sources

We used archival data including annual reports
of regulatory agencies, FCC and FRC, from 1927 to
1985, historical books on pay TV (e.g., Hilmes, 1990;
Le Duc, 1973; Mosco, 1979; Mullen, 2003; Parsons,
2008), communications of the National Association
of Broadcasting (NAB) and National Cable Televi-
sion Association (NCTA), newsletters and trade
journals (e.g., The Broadcasting Journal) as well as
articles from lawand economic journals. Furthermore,
we used 204 New York Times articles (1949–1985),
obtained with a keyword search on “pay TV” (see
Appendix A for a list of these data sources). Using
extensive archival data is appropriate for our setting
for several reasons. First, the large quantity of doc-
uments over the time period shows the prevalence of
publicly accessible communications in the broad-
casting industry, and the documents themselves
provide historical insight into the process. Second,
since a large proportion of these documents are of-
ficial reports, they are long (FCC reports average
more than 100 pages) and carefully prepared, and
therefore provide a very richdata source. In addition,
the FCC annual reports are the regulator’s main
method of communication, and therefore capture
important and timely information about how the
regulator views particular issues and responds to
other actors’ demands. Similarly, newsletters and
articles in trade journals showing the communica-
tions of the NAB and the NCTA illustrate the logic

and framing efforts of these key actors. Furthermore,
20 articles from law and economics journals from
this period were also a key source, since a lot of
public and academic discussion based on changing
regulation has captured the attention of academics.
Finally, the New York Times is the leading newspa-
per in the city where powerful TV networks were
located during the period of the study. The 204 news
articles we obtained provide extensive coverage of
different parties’ opinions and complement the of-
ficial documents we analyzed. In addition to written
documents, we used interviews with various cable
and pay-cable entrepreneurs. These interviewswere
recorded between 1985 and 2000 by The Cable
Center4 to document the lives and stories of “cable
mavericks.”We analyzed audio files and transcripts
from15 interviews ranging from60 to 150minutes in
length.Weenrichedour findings by integrating these
interviews into the cases.

Data Analysis

For data analysis, we followed an iterative process
ofmoving back and forth between theory anddata, as
described below.

Phase 1. We began by writing individual case
histories on OTA pay TV and pay cable TV based on
the archival data described above.We first compiled
facts about the two cases and quotes fromkeyplayers
from archival sources such as New York Times arti-
cles, industry newsletters, and FCC annual reports.
Next, we filled in the gaps by adding data from var-
ious academic articles and books on the history of
pay TV in the United States. We finalized our cases
by listening to 15 audio interviews with key cable
entrepreneurs in order to enrich the data with
personal stories and quotes. Each researcher re-
viewed the data to form independent views of the
accounts. We synthesized these views within each
case history. The resulting cases were about 60
pages long, including quotes and timelines. As we
developed the case histories, we also marked key
events (e.g., beginning and final ruling of highly
visible court cases, launch of public campaigns,
new legislation) that shaped the course of devel-
opment of the two services.Weput these key events
into a timetable, which we used in the subsequent
phases described below.

4 The Cable Center is a non-profit organization that
serves as the educational arm of the cable industry and
archives extensive historical information about the growth
and development of the industry.
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Phase 2. Once the case histories were finished, we
began to compare them, looking for variance in the
descriptions of how the OTA pay TV and cable TV
operators acted (both individually and collectively) as
they attempted to legitimize their product. Here, we
used theory andempirical evidence fromprior studies
(e.g., Guérard et al., 2013; Hargadon & Douglas, 2001;
Rao, 1998) to identify two main categories of analysis
that we were interested in: framing and collective ac-
tion. For the framing category, we included data or
quotes when we saw actors interpreting reality or
events and communicating their version to other actors
(e.g., “pay cable is the lifeblood of cable TV”). With
respect to collective action, we included data or quotes
when we saw instances of action taken by a group of
individuals or organizations in order to achieve a com-
mon objective, such as forming an industry asso-
ciation or launchingapublic campaign.This analysis
suggested that while OTA pay TV operators only
addressed regulators directly to obtain permission to
broadcast, cable operators indeed employed framing
and various forms of collective action (e.g., industry
associations, public campaigns) over time.

Phase 3. Next, we reexamined the data in order to
uncoverdetailsof the actionswe identified inPhase2.
Using existing theory (e.g., Guérard et al, 2013;
Hargadon &Douglas, 2001; Kaplan, 2008; Rao, 2009)
we coded various actions within the categories of
framing and collective action. We compared or
contrasted these actions with the extant theory, and
came up with the four new framing-related sub-
categories that reflected strategic action over time.
Within the category of framing, we coded an action
as frame alignment when the frame used by the ac-
tors matched an existing frame in the market. This
happened, for instance, when cable entrepreneurs
stated that their service was “an extension of free
TV,” in order to categorize themselves as serving the
public interest in the same way that existing TV
channels did. For new frame creation, we searched
for evidence regarding the uniqueness of the frame
that the entrepreneurs diffused. For frame multi-
plicity we followed a similar logic, searching for
evidence in the data for the existence of multiple
interpretations of the notion “public interest” follow-
ing the entrepreneurs’ framing efforts. Finally, for
frame consensus, we identified entrepreneurs’ efforts
to unite various actors around their new frame of
public interest (e.g.,public statementsencouraging the
FCC to “act in the public interest and stop restricting
cable TV”). We identified different forms of collective
action by examining all actions taken within the pro-
cess of framing. In order to narrow these down into

subcategories,we then compared the identified actions
with extant theory. We identified, for instance, that
cablebroadcastersused“industryassociations”as their
main communications medium; pay cable TV broad-
casters formed “coalitions”with cable TV broadcasters
toobtain their support; and they“lobbied” legislatorsas
their main target of influence (Figure 3). During this
exercise, we also found evidence that the cable entre-
preneurs used framing and collective action to target
various different groups (e.g., incumbents, regulators,
legislators,mainstreammedia, and public groups) over
time. We noted all evidence of framing, collective ac-
tion and the targeted groups in the timeline that we
created in Phase 1 to further develop a visual illustra-
tion of the process (Figure 2). During Phase 3, we also
found interview data which provided evidence that
some of the actions we observed were not intentional,
but rather serendipitous. We noted these incidents in
the case history for cable TV, which helped us build
a more realistic account of the events. We also used
these anecdotes to explain the evolution of the focal
actors from local, improvising individuals to collective
and powerful institutional entrepreneurs (see from
Entrepreneurship to Institutional Entrepreneur-
ship sub-sections for details).

Phase 4. The entrepreneurs we observed did not
exist or act in isolation. In order to truly understand
the sociopolitical process that led to the successofpay
cableTVand failureofOTApayTV,wecomparedour
findings from Phase 3 regarding the actions of cable
entrepreneurs with the remainder of the actors in the
case histories. We had already examined the actions
of the OTA pay TV operators in Phase 2 and found
no evidence of framing or collective action in order to
influence their environment.Therefore,we reexamined
the data to look for the actions of the incumbents.
This analysis led to the conclusion that the framing
efforts and supporting collective actions of the in-
cumbents were very similar to those of the cable
operators that we identified in the previous phase
(Figure 1). This led us back to searching existing the-
ory, where we identified framing contests (Guérard
etal., 2013;Kaplan, 2008) asa fittingdescriptionof the
phenomenonweobserved in the caseofpaycableTV.
We also comparedhow the same incumbents acted in
the case of OTA pay TV versus pay cable TV. This
comparison yielded that these actors used very simi-
lar tactics in both cases.We noted these actions in the
visual illustrations we created in Phase 3 in order to
provide multifaceted accounts (Figures 1 and 2).

Phase 5. In this final phase, we revisited existing
theory in order to move from the visual illustrations
that we finalized in Phase 4 (Figures 1 and 2) to amore
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theoreticalmodel (Figure3),wherewemadeuseof our
strategic framing and collective action subcategories.
Once created, we sharpened this model through itera-
tion between theory and data, comparing our findings
with the extant literature to identify similarities and
differences in order to raise the generalizability of the
emergent theory (Eisenhardt, 1989).

FINDINGS

In this section, we provide a narrative that compares
the development of two different pay TV services from
their emergence in the late 1940s until the 1980s when
paycableTVhadestablishedastronghold in themarket
and OTA pay TV had disappeared. The first part sum-
marizes the development of OTA pay TV, while the
second focuses on pay cable TV. A summary of the
maineventsdescribed inbothparts is showninTable1.

Over-the-air Pay TV

Emergence of the service. The concept of pay TV
emerged in the late 1940s when TV audiences started
growing. The first actors that pushed OTA pay TV
were large and established corporations. Movie pro-
ducers initially proposed to bring the economics of
film exhibition to the broadcasting business by charg-
ing for television viewing on a per-program basis. TV
manufacturers quickly joined them in the effort in or-
der to sellmore new-generationTVs. Three large firms
led the quest in the 1950s: TV manufacturer Zenith,
movie producer Paramount, and electronics company
Skiatron. They proposed a small modification of the
basic broadcasting technology already in use for
public television. A broadcast channel would trans-
mit a scrambled signal OTA and a decoder would
unscramble it at the subscriber’s home. The first
company to file for testing was Zenith’s Phonevision.
E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of Zenith, stated that
shows on subscription television could lead to a box
office of fivemilliondollars to bedividedbetween the
producers, distributors, and broadcasting stations
when the audience paid 25 cents per show.

In August 1949, Zenith’s Phonevision filed to the
FCC5 the first request to test pay television in the

United States in a 90-day experiment. The first re-
sponse from the FCC was reluctant, which stemmed
from their pursuit of the public interest based on the
Communications Act (1934, Section 303), which
empowered and directed the FCC to “study newuses
for radio, provide for experimental uses of frequen-
cies and generally encourage the larger and more
effective uses of radio in the public interest.” At the
time, the FCC commissioner publicly stated:

[This] may prove to be the first step toward the intro-
duction of pay television and radio into the American
systemofbroadcasting. Idonotbelieve thateventhe first
step toward such a momentous change into the Ameri-
can system of broadcasting should be takenwithout the
benefit of a public hearing. (Hilmes, 1990: 130)

In December 1949, the FCC called a congressional
hearing to determine “whether [Phonevision] should
be classified as a broadcast service, a common carrier
service, or other type of communication service”
(Hilmes, 1990: 130).6 In February 1950, when Zenith
appealed for reconsideration, the FCC permitted test-
ingwithout a public hearing, but only on a small scale
in Hartford, Connecticut, until it reached a final de-
cision on whether subscription pay TV was in the
public interest. At the end of Zenith’s testing period,
the FCC insisted again on a public hearing before
moving ahead. Zenith filed an appeal for a test at
anational scale in1952.Afterwaiting for ananswer for
twoyears,Zenith filedapetition to theFCCstating that
nothing in its rules could be “interpreted to prohibit
subscription television by a commercial television
station” (Bellamy, 1988: 11). In 1955, the Commission
responded to the petition by opening a court hearing.

Formation of incumbent resistance. Following
the FCC’s permission for the Hartford trial, market
incumbents formed a movement against OTA pay
TV. This movement was led by two groups whose
revenueswere threatenedby this alternative revenue
model: movie theater owners that feared box office
erosion and ad-supported TV broadcasters that
feared destruction of their monopoly where the
higher revenues for pay TV would lead to higher-
quality programs and higher subscriptions, which in
turn would introduce higher revenues. The TV
broadcasters used their existing association, the
NAB,whichwas originally founded in 1922 by radio
broadcasters. With the support of movie theater

5 In 1927, the FRCwas founded to regulate broadcasting
industry. It maintained that the electromagnetic spectrum
is a limited resourcebelonging to thepublic, andonly those
most capable of serving the public interest were permitted
to have a broadcast license. In 1934, Congress passed the
Communications Act, which abolished the FRC and
transferred jurisdiction to the FCC.

6 A common carrier only provides a medium for content,
while a broadcaster also selects its content. A common car-
rier todaywould beYouTube or iTunes, while a broadcaster
would be a TV or radio station that selects its content.
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owners, they framed ad-supported TV as “free TV”
and contrasted it with subscriber-supported TV,
which they named “pay TV.” This distinction hel-
ped themalignwith the current public interest frame
of the regulators (Figure 1). To reach the general
public,movie theaters and theNAB launched awell-
funded publicity campaign against OTA pay TV in
1956. They sent out pamphlets, flyers and “fact

sheets” to various interest groups. Columbia Broad-
casting System (CBS) targeted women’s groups with
a packet titled “Television in a Free world,” with
pamphlets and fact sheets that criticized pay TV for
taking away citizens’ rights:

PayTVwould hijack theAmerican public into paying
for the privilege of looking at its own television sets. ...
This is a booby trap, a scheme to render the television

TABLE 1
Timeline of the Evolution of the Two Services for Pay TV

Year OTA pay TV Pay cable TV

1948 Cable first used to extend public channels to rural areas.
1949 Zenith applies for testing.
1950 FCC authorizes testing in restricted area.
1952 Zenith files to test pay TV nationally, but receives no

response from the FCC until 1960.
NCTA founded.

1954 Incumbents (movie theaters and ad-supported TV
broadcasters) mount resistance against OTA pay TV.

1956 Incumbents launch public campaign against OTA pay
TV. Congress introduces five bills to ban OTA pay TV.

1958 FCC gives permission for OTA pay TV pilots, but
permission is then blocked by theHouse Interstate and
Senate Committee.

1960 FCC permits restricted pilots for three years. Teleprompter tries pay cable TV.
1962 Zenith begins trial in Hartford.
1964 Launch of STV in California. Incumbents launch a public

campaign against cable pay TV. STV banned following the
California Referendum.

1965 Zenith applies to broadcast nationally. FCC assumes jurisdiction over cable. Cable operators start
public campaign.

1966 FCC forces cable firms to carry local channels and to wait
30 days to broadcast a local show. On the other hand,
Associated Press and United Press International sign deals
with cable operators to develop news text services.

1968 Southwestern Cable banned by the FCC. “community
antenna TV” becomes “cable TV.” Johnson Presidential
Committee supports cable. Institutional actors divided as
for or against cable TV.

1969 FCC authorizes all OTA systems. FCC bans cable from showing new movies and sporting
events. Justice department sends letter to FCC in support of
cable.

1971 Sloan Commission endorses pay cable TV.
1972 Wired Nation book supports cable TV. FCC softens signal

importation restrictions on cable. NAB and NCTA launch
new public campaigns.

1974 Cable Vision magazine launched. Academics support cable.
1975 Three OTA pay TV systems in place.
1977 Six OTA pay TV systems in place. HBO versus FCC; court decides FCC violated First

Amendment rights of cable TV operators.
1978 FCC reduces waiting period for showing films to three years.
1979 FCC makes public statement in favor of cable.
1980 Eight OTA pay TV systems in place. 4,225 cable systems in place, 17.5 million homes with

cable—half are pay TV subscribers.
1984 Communications Act deregulates cable.
1985 Supreme Court eliminates all restrictions.
1987 Most systems shut down (except SelectTV). 32.5 million pay cable subscribers.
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owner blind, and then rent him a seeing eye dog at so
much per mile—to restore to him, only very partially,
what he had previously enjoyed as a natural right.

In another pamphlet, advertising was defended as
follows:

Television advertising, which has proven amazing ef-
fectiveness, helps make possible efficient distribution.
This in turn results in making more goods available to
more people at lower cost and keeps production and
employment at high levels . . . that’swhyFree television
advertising is an important factor in our free economy.

The groups even quantified their argument, sug-
gesting that pay TV would cost the average family
$1,1567 a year for the same kind of programs as
shown on free TV.

Once they gained public support, the incumbents
moved on to gain institutional support by influenc-
ing legislators (Figure 1). First, they framedpayTVas
unpopular among the public. The broadcasters sent
pamphlets to Congress explaining the public’s op-
position to pay TV based on newspaper polls and
letters of support from organizations and individ-
uals. The NAB pamphlet in 1957 read:

The final outcome of the pay television proposal,
presently before the FCC,will be decidedultimately on
the basis of whether or not pay TV is in the public in-
terest. And the nation’s televiewers, as they become
acquainted with the nature of this proposed system
through television and other mass media have given
a clear answer to this question. They have expressed
themselves through their civic organizations in reso-
lutions, and in testimonybeforeCongress. Independent
newspaper surveys revealed a public that is anywhere
from 72 percent to 99 percent opposed to paying for its
home TV entertainment. And congress as well as the
FCChas received thousandsof comments fromviewers
stating their enthusiasm for today’s free television, and
protesting any authorization of pay TV.

To convince legislators, broadcasters used two
frames related to protecting the public interest. First,
broadcasters asserted that advertiser-supported TV
enhanced customer welfare more than audience-
supportedpayTV. In apamphlet toCongress in1956,
the NAB stated:

Pay-to-see television will add nothing to present pro-
gramming except a bill. It cannot be regarded as an
addition to free television; it is a substitute for free
television. Free television robbed of its talent must
itself inevitably turn to pay television or deteriorate to

mediocrity or worse. In either event the public will
receive less service for more money.

Second, broadcasters stressed that only the wealthy
could watch pay TV, while the majority of citizens
would have no programming. In the 1956 NAB
pamphlet, CBS stated, “The privilege of looking and
listening will exist in direct proportion to the re-
sources of the family pocketbook.” In a double-page
advertisement in TV Guide, CBS similarly declared,
“Free television as we know it cannot survive along-
side pay television.”

Effect of incumbents’ campaign on legislators
and regulators. The legislators responded to the in-
cumbents’ campaign to ban pay TV. The House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce in-
troduced a “rule-making hearing.” After receiving
over 25,000 letters, themajority ofwhichwere against
pay TV by a 2:1 margin, public hearings were held.
During these hearings, many arguments were put
forth by incumbents against payTV. Thehead ofABC
television networks, for instance, stated:

The FCC was created by Congress to develop and
foster our American system of free radio and free
television—not to authorize or encourage another
system which could lead to its destruction, without
first ascertaining the will of Congress.

In 1956, five congressional bills were introduced
to ban OTA pay TV. The incumbents immediately
stated their support. The president of CBS television
networks announced:

I believe there has been someprogress—at least as far as
the Congress is concerned, where legislative action in
favor of pay television has been indefinitely postponed.

The incumbents’campaignaffected the regulators as
well. While the congressional hearings continued, the
FCC postponed decision making, stating that before it
could decide on the issue, it had to decide whether it
possessed the authority to regulate subscription tele-
vision, whether safeguards would be necessary to
make sure that the public generally continued to get
“well balanced programming without charge” and
whether the service would be in the public interest
(Schuster, 1955). In January 1958, Congress passed
a resolution that prohibited pay TV “except for tech-
nical tests . . . until specifically authorized and regu-
latedby federal law” (Bellamy,1988: 11).After this, the
FCCset aMarch1958 filingdate for applications to test
pay TV, but for no more than three regions per com-
pany,and forno longer than threeyears (Hilmes,1990).
In addition, pay TV operatorswere barred from selling7 Equal to about $10,000 per year in 2013 U.S. Dollars.
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equipment to subscribers, which placed the cost bur-
den of manufacturing, distributing, and repairing
equipment on the subscription television companies,
rather than splitting it between suppliers and users.

The proponents of OTA pay TV—Paramount,
Zenith, and Skiatron—all applied. However, legis-
lators intervened this time. The House Interstate
and Senate Committee requested the FCC to delay
trials for twoyears. In 1960,when theFCCpermitted
trials again, only Zenith applied in Hartford, Con-
necticut. Skiatron and Telemeter declared plans to
implement a cable system “because such systems
were not then subject to FCC regulation” (Bellamy,
1988: 12).8

This time, opposition came locally from the Con-
necticut Committee against pay TV, Connecticut
Theaters, and theManchesterDrive-inTheater.After
another two years of delay, theHartford trial began in
June 1962 with 300 subscribers, and ended up with
5,000 in 1965. Although this was a significant
achievement, it was insufficient for Zenith as a min-
imum of 20,000 subscribers was needed to achieve
a profit for the pay television operation. In 1965,
Zenith appealed to the FCC to authorize unlimited
pay television on a national scale. In fact, in most of
the OTA pay TV’s history, OTA pay TV proponents’
actions were limited to directly asking the FCC for
permission to broadcast, rather than building wider
public and institutional support to influence these
actors (Figure 1).

Between 1965 and 1970, The House Committee
intervened twicemore, asking theFCC for a one-year
delay. In 1967, in a rare attempt to influence an in-
stitutional actor to put pressure on the FCC, the
president of Zenith, Joseph Wright, appealed to the
Congress by arguing, “Subscription TV provides
a popular and useful service as a supplement to our
existing broadcasting.” The FCC finally authorized
OTA pay TV in 1969, but maintained the position of
protecting Free TV, stating:

Through limiting OTA pay TV to five or more station
communities and to one station in those communities,
and through limiting the kind of programming that the
stations broadcast, we have taken sufficient steps to
protect the existing TV structure (Gershon, 1990: 11).

After theFCC’sauthorizationofOTApayTVin1969,
three OTA pay TV services in Boston, Milwaukee

and Los Angeles, received licenses between 1970
and 1975. However, the restrictions regarding the
broadcast of movies and sporting events continued.
In 1977, when the FCC abolished the restrictions for
pay cable TV, they quickly applied the same ruling
for OTA pay TV broadcasters. Between 1977 and
1980, 11 more OTA pay companies came into oper-
ation, with 16 additional companies authorized and
ready to launch. However, these companies could
not compete with pay cable TV in terms of coverage
and subscriber base, as described in the next section.
Consequently, many OTA pay TV companies never
launched after receiving the official permission.
Those in big cities survived longer, but eventually
closed as well (Table 2). In 1983, OTA pay TV had
1.5 million customers, compared to the 28 million
customers of pay cable.

To summarize, the story ofOTAPayTV ismarked
by strong efforts of incumbents to frame the new
service against the public interest anduse collective
action to influence key actors in the environment in
order to ban the service (Figure 1). Specifically,
incumbent public TV broadcasters and movie the-
aters first created a distinction between themselves
and the new service by framing themselves as “free
TV” and the new service as “pay TV.” Using this
frame, which was in accordance with the public
interest frame of the regulators, the incumbents
then gathered their efforts around their industry
association, the NAB, and started a public cam-
paign. Once they had gained public support, they
appealed to various institutional actors (e.g., gov-
ernment, legislators), showing evidence of the
negative public opinion and calling these actors to
action to protect the public interest. By influencing
these actors, the incumbents succeeded in stalling
development of the new service. In contrast to the
incumbents, OTA pay TV broadcasters did not
provide any alternative frames to influence the
public or institutions (except in 1967, when one
firm appealed to the Congress with a public interest
frame similar to that used in the 1950s by cable
entrepreneurs). Their actions were focused on
addressing the regulators and asking for permission
to broadcast nationally.

Pay Cable TV

In this section, we tell the story of pay cable TV,
which is embedded within the emergence of the
broader cable TV service. The subsections of the nar-
rative correspond to the different periods demarcated
by the key events illustrated in Figure 2.

8 Skiatron went bankrupt before launching a cable service.
Telemeter became one of the first companies to experiment
with cable, but shut down its operations in the U.S. only after
a fewmonthsdue to theoppositionreceived fromincumbents.
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Initial regulatory void and subsequent period of
frame alignment. Community antenna television9

(CATV) emerged around the same time as OTA pay
TV, in the late 1940s, led by regional technology
entrepreneurs whose initial purposewas to deliver
television programs through wires to rural homes
that were too remote to receive OTA signals. The
first of these entrepreneurs was appliance store
owner John Walson, who, frustrated with the poor
TV reception in his town in rural Pennsylvania,
built an antenna on the top of a nearby mountain
and strung a wire from it to homes. His idea was
quickly replicated in other rural areas. Interviews
show that these regional entrepreneurs were using
limited resources, operating in trial-and-error
mode, and addressing issues as they arose. One
such entrepreneur, George Gardner, recalled: “I
knew more than anybody else in the group, and I
didn’t know anything.” Another, Milton Shapp,
described: “There was no test equipment. There
were no trained technical people to go up the poles
and adjust the amplifiers.” Entrepreneur Benjamin
Conroy stated, “One crisis after another would
come up and we’d go from one to the other. We
were really kind of firefighters.”

Matters changed when, in 1951, a small group of
CATV operators gathered in Pennsylvania to discuss
their concerns over new taxes, and in the process
discovered their common interests. In January 1952,
they officially founded the NCTA. Within one year,
40 regional entrepreneurs had joined.

Because the entrepreneurs introduced commu-
nity antennas as complementary to the service of
the incumbents, most TV broadcasters welcomed

the approach as a way to increase viewers and
advertising revenues.10 An early cable entrepreneur,
Archer Taylor, explained their initial framing
as follows: “We didn’t want to compete with broad-
casters, we didn’t go after the advertisers. We were
an extension of their services.” As part of this
strategy of aligning with the current public interest
frame (Figure 2), the entrepreneurs positioned their
service as “a completely passive technology” that
mainly served to bring TV to larger audiences, and
thus was “a simple but necessary extension of the
customer’s receiver” (Parsons, 2008: 106). The en-
trepreneurs even suggested changing their associ-
ation from the “NCTA” to the National Community
Antenna Association, adding the word “antenna”
to strengthen their frame. The success of this strategy
is evident from the following statement by FCC
Chairman Newton Minnow:

At that time, cable and broadcasters loved each other.
They had an extremely happy relationship because
broadcast signals would reach places that the signals
could not reach over the air. Cable was providing
a service that broadcasters loved. It was not a compet-
itor; it was an affiliate; it was an extender of broadcast
signals. Cable did not sell advertising; it was not
a competitor on that side. It did not do programming.
All it was doing was taking a broadcast signal into
areas that people wanted to receive broadcasting and
couldn’t. So it was a love affair.

Regarding regulation, cable TV initially fell into a
regulatory void (Figure 2). It provided televi-
sion programs, so the FCC was thought to be the

TABLE 2
Launch and Close Dates of OTA Pay TV Operators

Launch date Company Location Shut-down date

1976 SelecTV Milwaukee, Los Angeles, Philadelphia 1991
1977 ON TV Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit 1985
1977 Wometco New York City 1986
1980 Preview St. Louis, Cleveland, Boston, Dallas 1986
1980 VEU Oklahoma City, Atlanta, Dallas/Fort Worth 1984
1981 Spectrum Chicago 1984
1981 Super TV Washington, Baltimore 1986

9 The initial name of cable television was community
antenna television. The CATV entrepreneurs later changed
its name to cable television as part of their legitimation
strategy. See “Period of New Frame Creation” section below
for details on this change.

10 Amongbroadcasters, onlyHanna inNewYorkwaswary
of the development of community antennas. In an NAB
meeting, the president stated: “We must not sponsor the
growth of a system that will prevent establishment of televi-
sion stations in smaller markets.” But other broadcasters
wanted to extend their audience, so decided to “keep their
hands off” of community antenna (Abrams, 1953:8).
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appropriate regulatory agency. However, it did not
use OTA signals directly; rather, it distributed OTA
signals arriving at community antennas to house-
holds through wires. Its use of wires to distribute
meant that cable was out of the FCC’s jurisdiction.
Instead of immediatelymounting regulatory barriers
to entry, the FCC adopted a laissez-faire position
throughout the 1950s, mainly because it viewed the
cable entrepreneurs’ framing of extending incumbent
broadcasters’ signals and therefore bringing diverse
programs to rural areas as being in the public interest.
One of their statements read: “We do not now envi-
sion where we could find that the public interest
would be disserved by affording an opportunity for
choice of service and the benefits of competition and
diversity of expression” (Dibadj, 2003: 251). FCC
commissioner Doerfer added:

In my opinion it is doubtful that the FCC has juris-
diction over the community antenna television
system. The objective of the FCC is to make possible
for everyone in the US at least one free television
service. In my opinion, it would be more consistent
with theAmerican philosophy to accomplish this by

providing opportunity rather than imposing artifi-
cial restraints.

Formation of incumbent resistance. In the 1950s,
NCTA created a frame of CATV as “a politically and
economically benign adjunct to rooftop antenna”
(Parsons, 2008: 186). In the late 1950s, the pay reve-
nue model for cable TV11 emerged, with some en-
trepreneurs pondering over the prospect of CATV
delivering paid programming. In 1957, an entrepre-
neur named Bill Daniels called for a “wedding” of
the community antenna and theater businesses.
“The combination,” he said, “could form the most

FIGURE 1
Visual Illustration of Actions of Incumbents and Market Entrants in the OTA Pay TV Case

11 Thereare twodistinct typesof entrepreneurs in thehistory
of cable TV. Cable TV entrepreneurs built the technology for
distributing TV channels, free or paid, over cable for amonthly
fee. Pay cable TV entrepreneurs used cable as a channel to
broadcast premium channels for a fee. Their stories are inter-
twined, as many pay cable companies emerged within cable
companies. Examples include HBO, launched by cable opera-
tor Time Inc. in 1972, and Showtime, launched by Viacom in
1976. In1978, cableoperatorTeleprompter bought a50%stake
in Showtime. See Table 3 for more examples.
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lucrative and pleasant partnership that has seen or
will be seen in American business.” Another report
stated that companies such as RKO and Tele-
prompter saw “a gold mine” in the possibility of
pay TV:

If the FCC finally flashes the green light for fee TV and
such major viewing fare as Broadway openings and
first run movies is made available, CATV operators
believe that they will have little trouble signing for
subscribers. (Parsons, 2008: 188)

This was the first time that the pay TV service was
framed as the savior of cable TV overall.

Another factor that fueled the emergence of the
paymodelwas the consolidation in themarket. Until
the 1960s, most cable operators were “mom-and-
pop” operations in small regionalmarkets. However,
the industry began to grow concentrated after large
corporations from different sectors (e.g., electronics,
TV broadcasting, and publishing) started to acquire
these small cable operators throughout the United

States. Among them, Teleprompter was the first to
bring the pay TV service to cable on a larger scale.
Irving Kahn, the founder of Teleprompter, explained
thathis companyonly realizedbychance that cableTV
was an ideal place to experiment with this new reve-
nue model: “Originally, I didn’t know what cable was
and Iwantedaplace to experimentwithpayTV.That’s
what gotme into it.Whenwe got there,we began to see
opportunities.” Once he recognized the opportunity,
Kahn was determined to keep pay TV initiative under
the radar: “We figured if we tried it out in Silver City
(New Mexico) and it was successful, who will know?
We can hide it until we develop it.” In 1960, Irving
Kahn introduced a pay TV prototype called “Key TV”
that could be used in combination with CATV, and
demonstrated it at the NCTA convention in Miami,
speaking on a large screen, live from New York.

The initial reaction of the incumbentswas one of
wariness. Warnings against the new development
appeared inThe BroadcastingMagazine, the dominant
trade publication in the television industry at that

FIGURE 2
Visual Illustration of Actions of Incumbents and Market Entrants in the Pay Cable TV Case
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time, and a major influence in Washington. One
headline read “CATV: A Big Problem That’s Get-
ting Bigger.” Another lengthy article stated,
“Television’s bonus baby, CATV has suddenly
turned into a problem child.” The article noted
that while the networks and large markets had his-
torically treated CATV as a happy accident that ex-
tended their market, the “young monster” now
threatenedsmall-market telecastersbecause it couldbe
used in conjunction with proposed Pay TV systems
(Broadcasting, 1958: 12). Their association, the NAB,
also cautioned “eternal vigilance lest pay TV be
allowed to come in through the back door of CATV”
and started to pressure the FCC to take action (Shaffer,
1964: 929).

While the incumbents becamemore restless, cable
operators continued to grow. Teleprompter, for in-
stance, acquired several cable operators all around
the country, reaching 46,463 subscribers nationwide
by 1964. Throughout, Teleprompter did not make
any public announcements in order to avoid oppo-
sition. In fact, it was only in 1964 when another
company,SubscriptionTelevision Inc. (STV), launched
a“paycableTVService”withahighlyvisible campaign
in Los Angeles, that pay cable TV officially came into
existence.

With the launch of STV, we observe that incum-
bents’ behavior changed from careful observation to
full-blown public resistance (Figure 2). Together with
250 movie theater owners, they set up the “Citizens
Committee for Free TV.” Then, in alignment with
California Federation of Women’s clubs and Cal-
ifornia Crusade for Free TV, they proposed a referen-
dumtobanpayTV.Oneof their sloganswas: “PayTV/
Before you’re done/You’ll charge for air/And rent the
sun!”Anotherad showedamaskedburglar stealing an
old woman’s TV. The committee also pressured TV
stations and newspapers not to accept pay TV ads.
After these efforts, the California referendum in 1964
receivedgreatpublic support against payTV,with a2:1
margin of votes to ban STV.12

The incumbents’ resistance started to have affects
on the FCC as well. The same year, the Commission
proposed legislation that would give the FCC

authority to govern CATV in any area covered both
by CATV and broadcast television. This proposed
legislation received no support in the Senate. FCC
Chairman Ford stated,

We do not agree that we are powerless to prevent the
demise of the local television station, and the eventual
loss of service to a substantial population; nor do we
agree that the Commission’s expertise may not be in-
voked in this instance to predict this ultimate situation.

In themeantime, the incumbents legitimized their
arguments by commissioning a study on the impact
of cable TV on local broadcasters. MIT Professor
Franklin Fisher’s study concluded that for every
1,000 subscribers on a cable system, the local broad-
caster could see a reductionof 10 to50%ofnet profits.
The Fisher report also suggested that,

The rapid growth of CATVs is a present threat to all
but the largest stations . . . television broadcast sta-
tions cannot long both survive the competitive assault
of CATVs, and at the same time, continue high cost
public service programming. (Shaffer, 1964: 931)

By the end of 1964, the Wall Street Journal (1964:
24) reported that the broadcasters’ movement had
become so powerful that “the government and in-
dustry officials expected the FCC to begin regulation
next year with or without enabling legislation from
the congress.”

While incumbents were increasing pressure on the
FCC, the NCTA commissioned a study to Dr. Herbert
Arkin, statistician at the City College of New York,
who attacked the Fisher report, pointing to the small
number of cases in which CATV came into economic
conflict with local broadcasters, and the even smaller
number in which any harm could be demonstrated.13

In the meantime, protests were forming against all
cable operators in the rest of the country. Local
broadcasters publicly attacked cable operators.
Montana cable operator Archer Taylor recalled an
open letter from a local broadcaster that said “I can’t
really refer to you people as thieves, because thieves
work stealthily at night and you guys work right out
in the open.”At a national scale, amajor broadcaster,
ABC, filed motions with the FCC arguing for stricter

12 STV consequently challenged the vote in the California
Supreme Court. With the help of NCTA’s appeal, the Cal-
iforniaSupremeCourt tookSTV’s sideandabolished theban
in 1965, declaring the state’s anti-pay television law un-
constitutional.TheStateofCalifornia immediately appealed
to the U.S. Supreme Court, which also ruled in favor of STV
in 1966. But by then, STVhad gone bankrupt after two years
of legal battles and no revenue (Ostroff, 1983).

13 The report noted that of the 107 Ultra High Frequency
(UHF) stations that went off the air between 1952 and 1964,
only 20 were in CATV towns, and in two of those, the broad-
caster had testified that CATV had worked to their benefit.
NCTA noted that out of the 19 local TV stations that testified
before congress in 1958 and 1959 that CATVhad put themon
the “brink of disaster,” 18 were still in operation in 1964.
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limits in signal importation.14 Following ABC, the
Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, com-
prised of about 150 big-market stations, asked the
FCC to require cable systems to carry all local TV
stations and to bar them from originating program-
ming, and fromcarrying signals beyond80miles from
the source. The broadcasters also used The Broad-
castingMagazine to fight their cause.Thepublisher of
the magazine, Sol Taishoff, was also a central actor
who routinely dined with members of the FCC and
Congress. By the spring of 1965, the anti-cable cam-
paign had reached large scale and full speed. As cable
entrepreneur Dan Anderson stated, “The broad-
casters were extremely powerful in those days and
certainly out-lobbied the cable industry.”

Period of strict regulation and framing contests.
In 1964–1965, incumbents’ pressure against cable
TV led the FCC to again request authority over it. In
1964, the chairman of the FCC explained:

It makes no sense to have highly controlled pay TV
experiments using broadcast frequencies while giv-
ing carte blanche to the development of pay TV over
wires. Legislation is clearly required and action by the
commission or the industry. Congress, the commis-
sion and the industry must make critical decisions
about cable television. (Gould, 1964).

Montana cable operatorArcherTaylor recalled the
FCC’s position as follows:

I think the commission just felt we were bad people.
They thoughtwewere cheap anddirty people and that
we were not professional. We weren’t to be trusted.

Shut down by Congress, the FCC then issued two
policy statements, the First and Second Cable Tele-
vision Report and Orders, in which it simply as-
sumed authority over cable TV (Figure 2) based on
the argument that cable was “ancillary” to broad-
casting and its expansionwould“cause thedemiseof
local stations.” In the first report, the FCC banned
cable operators from showing publicly available lo-
cal programs for 30 days before and after the broad-
cast, and required them to obtain the FCC’s formal
permission to operate, which proved to be pains-
taking. The second reportmade someminor changes
to the first, and added a major regulation to disallow

the importation of distant signals into the top 100
markets, making CATV profitable only in cities with
poor reception. It read: “Our conclusion is that
community antenna television serves the public in-
terest when it acts as a supplement rather than
a substitute for off-the-air television service.”

Period of new frame creation. Following this first
formal action of the FCC to restrict cable, cable opera-
tors started a public campaign to magnify their influ-
ence. They first targeted various groups, including
intellectual communities that desired more sophisti-
cated (i.e., social andeducational)programming;ethnic
minorities, who desired services that catered to their
needsand tastes; andproducersofprogramsrejectedby
mass markets (e.g., “underground” film producers).

During their campaign, cable operators used sev-
eral arguments to create a new frame around cable
TV. First, they emphasized that cable was not an-
cillary to conventional broadcasting, as the FCC
claimed, but a stand-alone technology. The Carnegie
Commission on Educational Television (1967: 75)
stated, for instance, that cable gave the “promise of
a comprehensive system, not small adjustments or
patchwork changes”, and that it would become “a
new and fundamental institution in American cul-
ture, different from any now in existence”. Second,
cable operators focused on cable’s ability to provide
diversity in services; namely, to receive and send
data, receive mail and newspaper reproductions,
and use interactive features (e.g., catalog shopping or
banking). An article in the U.S. News and World
Report of April 1966 explained:

It is suggested that homes will be linked by cables not
only to theTVoutlets,but tostoresandbanks.Merchants
will use extra channels to display their waresmore fully
than they can on the usual spot commercial . . . The
housewife may be able to do much of her shopping
without leaving her home, select a dress from the
television screen, electronically place her order for
the dress, and direct her bank to make the payment.”
(U.S. News and World Report, 1966: 92)

Operators also started talking about cable’s po-
tential for burglary, fire alarm, and facsimile news
services. By 1966, both Associated Press and United
Press International signed deals with cable operators
to develop news text services. As part of this cam-
paign, cable operators changed the name of their
service from “community antenna TV” (CATV) to
“cable TV,” and the association from the National
Community Antenna Association to NCTA in 1968.

In addition to these arguments, cable operators
stumbled upon some other benefits of cable in the

14 Signal importation refers to the retransmission of
a television station’s distant signals through cable systems
when the receiver is too far to get the signal over the air.
This would allow viewers in Arizona to watch channels
from California, for instance, thereby creating competition
for their local stations.
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social and educational sphere, and leveraged them
immediately—although, as Irving Kahn stated, “Not
that we knew the applications of cable in the educa-
tional field at the beginning, it happened by accident.”
Cable operators quickly realized that cable’s higher
carrying capacity allowed for more channels, in-
cluding local news, weather, and education (Barnett &
Greenberg, 1968). Charles Clemens recalled that once
they discovered the educational benefits by chance,
they made schools part of their public campaign:
“Educational people convinced the city council that
every school district needed a TV channel.” The same
happened for churches; as explained by Yolanda
Barco, “We got a request for a locally originated re-
ligious program and we started working with many
local churches from then on.” Following the NCTA
convention in 1966, the executive board directed
president Frederick Ford to begin a national campaign
to promote local public serviceprogrammingoncable.
His campaign emphasized cable’s potential to offer
diversity in social and educational programs, leverag-
ing complaints about public TV being a “wasteland”.

In addition to publicizing the benefits of cable TV,
pay cable operators actively demonstrated a co-
alition with cable operators by framing their service
as crucial for cable’s survival (Figure 2). Archer
Taylor explained: “At that time, cable had entered all
the remote markets. The industry took a serious
slump. It was then that we felt that pay TVwas likely
to be cable’s salvation.” Cable operators were con-
vinced. One campaign booklet read:

The revenue generated by pay programming is nec-
essary to support social services, such as public ac-
cess facilities and channels, now required by FCC
regulations and increasingly by local municipalities.
(Parsons, 2008: 355)

One executive, Ralph Baruch, stated:

We charted the revenue outlook in the next five years
with the cost side of running cable. It was obvious that
within the next two to three years the costswere going
to outpace revenues, which would have been an in-
supportable condition. The questionwas, what dowe
do? Well, it seemed to us that the only thing on the
horizon was pay television.

In fact, the number of companies providing
pay cable services rapidly increased after the
FCC’s national approval of OTA pay TV in 1969
(Table 3).

Through campaigns targeted at intellectuals and
minorities, cable and pay cable operators activated
these groups, diffusing an alternative frame of public

interest that justified their cause and increased
pressure in the institutional sphere. NCTA board
member Bill Bresnan stated: “It is with the over-
whelming support of the public that we are at the
doorsteps of the senate.” They started to receive
a response in the institutional sphere. The Johnson
Presidential Committee, for instance, stated in 1968
that “cable television offered promise of a new era in
broadcasting, permitting diversity in programs for
society”, recommending relaxation of the FCC’s re-
strictions. In 1969, the Justice department sent a let-
ter to the FCC with the same request. Attorney
General Donald Baker stated: “Since cable TV is
a capital intensive industry, it requires profit in-
centives in order to develop. FCC’s extensive re-
strictions stifle cable’s growth” (Stern, 1981: 184).

While support for cable TV was growing in the
public and legislative spheres, some judiciary actors
still followed the original public interest frame of
“protecting free TV” and supported FCC in its
policy to restrict cable. In 1968, for instance, when
Southwestern Cable Company sought permission to
import signals to San Diego via cable, the FCC im-
mediately denied the request on the basis of its ban
on distant-signal importation. When Southwestern
went to court, the court ruled FCC’s regulations ap-
propriate. Southwestern Cable then appealed to the
SupremeCourt, but theSupremeCourt also supported
the FCC’s decision and banned Southwestern forever.
At that time, the Supreme Court declared: “The com-
mission has reasonably found that the achievement of
the protection of broadcasting is placed in jeopardy by
the unregulated explosive growth of cable TV” and
added that the FCC could regulate cable because the
cable industry was “ancillary” to its jurisdiction
(Southwick, 1998). In 1969, the FCC further ruled that
cable companies could only show movies that were
over 10 years old and sporting events that had already
been broadcast on free TV. In addition, it required all
operatorswith over 3,500 subscribers to have facilities
for local origination of programming, which was
a large economic burden.

These events created a true polarization among
various actors on what served the public interest.
The incumbents, FCC and courts supported “free
TV,” while public and academic groups, soon fol-
lowed by legislators, advocated the benefits of the
new and “superior technology.”

In the 1970s, a series of academic studies com-
missioned by the National Science Foundation and
carried out by the Rand Corporation (Park, 1970,
1971) concluded that, “in time, cable television
may influence the way we live as radically as the
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automobile and the telephone have done.” These
studies framed cable as serving the public interest
based on its high channel-carrying capacity. Other
researchers argued that cable could make the audi-
ence participate actively in the selection and dis-
semination of mass communications (Le Duc, 1973).
Soon after these academic endorsements, President
Nixon’s Administration started supporting cable as
well. The White House Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy asked for the removal of government
regulation over cable TV, and suggested that cable
TV have the same freedoms as print media under the
First Amendment. In 1972, a seminal book by jour-
nalist Ralph Lee Smith, The Wired Nation, contrib-
uted greatly to public awareness of the potential of
cable technology. Following these events, the FCC
gave in to the increasing pressure and softened some
of the restrictions onCATV,particularlywith respect
to importing distant signals.

In addition to the overall support for cable TV in
public and legislative spheres, pay cable TV started
to receive backing. In 1971, for instance, the Sloan
Commission on Cable Communications, which
consisted of presidents of universities and research
centers, lawyers, scientists, and public officials,
asserted that pay TV should be introduced on a con-
trolled basis nationally. In 1973, a study byBrookings
Institute, a very influential nonprofit public-policy
organization, stated that pay cable was the only rea-
sonable revenue-producing service to make cable TV
a viable medium. This argument was further sup-
ported in 1974 by a Stanford Research Institute report
that forecasted rapid growth of pay TV as comple-
mentary to free TV.

In 1973, the NAB launched a full-scale public re-
lations assault on pay cable, which the broadcasters
saw as “the engine of their destruction.” The NAB
formed an anti-pay TV committee and began exten-
sive lobbying. Spending more than $600,000 in the
battle, they took out full-page newspapers ads with
titles such as “Keep Free TV Free.”

NCTA responded with a $250,000 counter-
campaign, reciting the benefits of cable described
above. However, differently from before, the NCTA
now publicly accused the FCC of blocking cable
overall. Pay cable operators supported this effort
through public statements questioning whether the
FCC only opposed the pay revenue model, or cable
TV overall. Through news coverage of the FCC
Cable proceedings and articles in mass magazines
(e.g., Time, Newsweek), pay cable operators pic-
tured themselves as fighting side by side with cable
in informing the public of the potential services of
cable technology. In an interview, HBO founder
Charles Dolan stated: “pay TV is the lifeblood of
cable television.” In 1974, CableVision, a biweekly
magazine on cable’s advantages and offers, was
launched. Within a couple of years, it surpassed
regular TV magazines in sales, and became “the
industry bible” (Southwick, 1998).

The pressure from both incumbents and cable
operators led the FCC to conduct another set of
hearings in early November 1973. Due to the high
amount of lobbying from all sides, rule making
was delayed until 1975. Some of the delay was
attributed to ABC chairman Leonard Goldenson
and President Elton Rule meeting personally with
key members of Congress, who, in turn, pressured
the FCC to slow its procedures. By March 1975,
the Commission had finalized its new regulations,
whichmildly reduced the restrictions on cable TV.
A coalition of cable operators (Teleprompter,
UA-Columbia, ATC, Warner, Viacom, and HBO)
immediately appealed in what became known
as the HBO versus FCC court case. After a long
battle, in 1977, the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals decided that the FCC’s restrictions were
“arbitrary and capricious” and violated the First
Amendment rights of cable operators. Thismarked
the first time in the story that judiciary and regu-
latory agencies had turned against one another.
The court then generalized the verdict and gave all

TABLE 3
Launch of Additional Pay Cable Services after FCC Permission of OTA Pay TV

Company Subsidiary Name of service Launch date

Time Home Box Office HBO 1972
Cox Cable Mission Cable Channel 100 1972
Laser Link Theatervision 1972
Warner Gridtronics (f. 1969) Star Channel 1973
Viacom Viacode 1974

Source: Southwick (1998)
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cable operators the same First Amendment pro-
tection as newspapers. The FCC appealed the de-
cision, but the Supreme Court declined to review
the case.

The legitimation of cable TV by the courts started
a period of deregulation (Figure 2). In 1978, the FCC
reduced the waiting period to broadcast movies
from 10 to three years. In “the Economic Inquiry
Report” in 1979, the FCC stated that “any loss in au-
dience caused by cable would be offset by increased
population and demand for advertising in the long
run and therefore, cable was at most a minor threat to
broadcast industry and no threat at all to the public
well being.” In 1980, the commission ended its in-
vestigation, concluding that the old rules were un-
necessaryand thebroadcasters had to“adjust to anew
reality” (Broadcasting: 1980, 25). The remaining re-
strictions were abolished by the 1984 Cable Commu-
nications Policy Act and the 1985 Supreme Court
ruling. Following deregulation, cable and pay cable
TV witnessed a rapid growth during the 1980s. By
1989, 79% of all TV viewers subscribed to cable
(Table 4). More than one third of all cable subscribers
received at least one pay service, and a growing per-
centage subscribed to more than one.

A Comparison of the Two Cases

When we compare the emergence and develop-
ment of OTA versus cable pay TV, we can observe
several important differences (Table 5).While OTA
pay TV tweaked the existing technology to be
decoded at the home of the subscriber, cable TV
required entire neighborhoods to be wired, so its
installation costs were much higher15 (Table 6). All
else being equal, this cost difference constituted

a significant entry barrier for cable entrepreneurs.
Second, the cable technologyhadmanyproblems in
the early years. Much of the equipment used to
build the first systems was either made by the op-
erator or adapted from other equipment. Cable en-
trepreneurs, eager to move forward, often installed
the equipment without testing. Therefore, the cable
apparatus was often unreliable.16 Third, OTA pay
TV promoters were large firms with abundant re-
sources. For instance, Zenith, a large TV manufac-
turer, spent $10 million in the 1950s on developing
and promoting OTA pay TV. Cable TV promoters,
in contrast, began as regional entrepreneurs with
limited resources. Even after they consolidated and
grew later on, they remained small compared to
the incumbent broadcasting networks. Overall, the
high cost and initial technical unreliability of the
cable service, as well as the limited resources of
the cable entrepreneurs, suggest that OTA pay TV
operators had a serious advantage in establishing
their service. However, therewere other differences
that enabled cable and pay cable TV’s success.

First, during market entry, OTA pay TV was im-
mediately under heavy regulation, while cable TV
was in a regulatory void. However, more impor-
tantly, the FCC did not attempt to overcome this
regulatory void for 15 years. The main reason for
this long wait was that the initial approach of the
cable entrepreneurs was aligned very carefully
with the frame of the regulators and the interests of
the incumbents. To ally themselves with the regu-
lators, the entrepreneurs emphasized that they
were providing diverse TV programs to rural areas,
which fit the public interest frame of the FCC, based

TABLE 4
Increase in Number of Cable and Pay Cable TV Subscribers

Year 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89

Basic cable (millions) 9.8 11.0 12.2 13.4 15 17.5 21.1 25.3 29.4 32.8 35.4 38.2 41.2 44.2 47.5
% basic cable with pay TV 24 22 13 23 36 47 67 76 84 84 82 78 79 81 79

Source: Paul Kagan Associates Inc’s The Pay TV Newsletter, 1999.

15 Donald Rogers of theNewYorkHerald Tribune stated:
“To wire entire streets or communities could cost up to
$150 a home and call for great capital investment.” He es-
timated that in large cities, the costs went up to $100,000/
mile ($750,000 in 2014 figures), and noted that mainte-
nance costs were also high.

16 The vacuum tubes in the amplifier and other parts of
the system were sensitive to temperature changes. In ad-
dition, the coaxial cable itself was susceptible to leakage of
two kinds. Moisture would emerge around the taps and
distort the picture. The cable also was prone to signal
leakage. As more towns received both broadcast and cable
systems, the broadcast signal would sometimes leak into
the cable, creating ghosting on the screen.
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on the RadioAct of 1927.17 The incumbents also did
not object to cable TV in the first 10–15 years. One
possible explanation for this may be that the in-
cumbents did not view cable as a threat due to the
fact that, initially, the technology satisfied the
needs of a niche market, but provided low perfor-
mance for the mainstream market, similar to the
trajectory of a disruptive technology as identified
by Bower and Christensen (1995). However, this
explanation cannot be the only one given the long
timeframe for the lack of resistance. Our data show
that a stronger reason was that the entrepreneurs
framed themselves as complementary to the in-
cumbents by extending incumbents’ service to un-
derserved market segments; i.e., rural areas. When
the incumbents did not object, the FCC did not re-
ceive any pressure to act quickly.

In the case of OTA pay TV, the incumbents im-
mediately perceived it as a threat and started apublic
campaign to frame it against the public interest. This
strategywas highly effective as it involved the raison
d’etre of regulation, leaving the FCC no choice but
to block the new service in order to maintain its

legitimacy. OTApayTVbroadcasters did not provide
any alternative frames to defend themselves. Their
actionswere limited to asking the FCC for permission
to broadcast.18 Therefore, when the FCC did not per-
ceive OTA pay TV as serving the public interest, it
used its jurisdiction to stifle its market entry.

Upon the emergence of the pay TV service within
cable TV, a period of resistance from powerful in-
cumbents began. How did pay cable grow stronger
despite this resistance? First, instead of separating
themselves as a premium service, pay cable opera-
tors remained united with cable. As mentioned
above, cable operators had the initial advantage in
that they could frame their service in the public in-
terest as their initial purposewas to extendpublicTV
to rural areas. Pay cable operators continued to use
this initial frame even as “pay cable TV” became
adistinct service that targetedurban areas.Only after
cable had enough supporters did theymake a case for
themselves, arguing that pay cable was necessary for
the financial survival of cable services.

Unitedwithcableoperators, paycableoperators first
built coalitions with private groups whose interests
they could serve, in order to create a new frame of
public interest. Based on the interests of these parties,
they emphasized certain advantages of their service,
which they then extended to a broader frame of public
interest. With this new frame of public interest, they
entered a framing contest with the incumbents. They

TABLE 5
Differences between OTA and Cable Technologies

Differences OTA TV Cable TV

Quality of service Good. Initially lower due to cable leakages and insufficient
testing.

Size of promoting actors OTA pay TV companies were large and established
firms such as movie producers (RKO) and TV
manufacturers (Zenith).

Cable TV companiesweremostly local start-ups that
later grew in their region by buying other cable
companies.

Set-up cost Low. The user only needed to add a decoder to their
TV.

High. Cable TV required wiring entire
neighborhoods (see Table 6 for costs).

Fitwith the services offered by
incumbents

OTApayTVwas perceived as a threat to the services
of the incumbents.

At its emergence, cable TV was perceived as
complementary to the incumbents because it
extended airwaves to remote areas. Pay cable used
this initial positive perception to gain time for
political activity.

Existence of regulatory voids OTA TV was under heavy regulation from the FCC
for decades.

Cable TV did not use airwaves and therefore fell
outside of the FCC’s regulatory limits. This
prevented the FCC from immediately assuming
power to regulate the new technology.

17 Since the early days of radio, the public interest in
broadcastingwas defined in terms of diversity and localism.
Diversitymeant as large a choice aspossible of programsand
stations available to the listening public. Localism meant
that a large share of broadcast services should come from
local stations and represent “local self-expression.” The
commission was instructed to distribute broadcast licenses
among the several states and communities as to provide
a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of radio service to
each of the same (Communications Act, 1934).

18 As noted in the section “Effect of incumbents’ campaign
on legislators and regulators,” the only exception that we ob-
serve is when Zenith’s president appealed to the Congress in
1967witha frameofOTApayTVassupplementary to freeTV.
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used various forms of collective action in order to
create a ripple effect19 in their environment, targeting
first private groups, then the general public, and finally
various institutional actors (e.g., government, legisla-
tors) that were influential in the adoption of their
service. As the framing contest continued, a frame
multiplicity emerged, which divided the institutional
actors as they adopted the public interest frame of
either the incumbents or the market entrants. The
achievement of critical institutional support became
a key event for cable to move from a period of strict
regulation to one of deregulation.20 As various power-
ful institutions started to put pressure on the FCC for
deregulation, cable and pay cable operators directly
petitioned the agency to adopt their frame of public
interest, in order to establish frame consensus and end
the industry turmoil. The FCC responded positively,
starting a period of deregulation (see Tables 7a and 7b
for the various phases of framing).

In the next section, we discuss potential contri-
butions of our findings to extant literature.

DISCUSSION

Thispaper looks at thebattles betweenentrepreneurs
and market incumbents in a regulated market. Our
comparison of one failed and one successful attempt to
introduce pay TV in the United States reveals how en-
trepreneurs can first enter a regulated market without
facing resistance, and then introduce a new frame to
legitimize their product or service despite growing re-
sistance from incumbents. While prior studies have
focused on how regulation hampers entrepreneurship
(De Soto, 2000; Gray, 1987; Haveman & Norsworthy,
1989), we find that entrepreneurs do not have to take
their regulatory and, more broadly, institutional envi-
ronment for granted. Despite limited resources and re-
sistance frompowerful incumbents, they can shape the
environment by influencing a variety of targets and
leveraging the interaction among them (Figure 3). Our
narrative also uncovers the perspectives and strategies
of these different targets (e.g., incumbents, interest
groups, legislators, regulators) and builds a balanced
story of institutional change.

Our framework highlights framing as both a strat-
egy to legitimize a new product or service, and amech-
anism through which multiple actors can battle to
enable or disable institutional change in their environ-
ment. We discuss this and other contributions to liter-
ature below.

Framing as Strategy

Our findings emphasize that framing is an impor-
tant strategic tool during market entry. In their ac-
count of how Edison introduced electric lighting

TABLE 6
Comparison of Costs Between OTA and Cable Technologies

OTA pay TV Pay cable TV

Type of cost

Estimate of total
amount for 2000-home

community ($) Type of cost

Estimate of total amount
for 2000-home
community ($)

Cost of decoder for 2,000-
home community

30,000 Building antenna tower, running cable to
town

30,000 (2,500–3,000 permile)

Wiring the town 50,000 (3,000 per mile or
25 per home with a 135
homes/mile density)

Start-up office costs for 2,000-
home community

2,000 Start-up office costs for 2,000-home
community

2,000

Fixed costs (Trucks, legal,
offices, test equipment) for
2,000-home community

5,000–10,000 Fixed costs (trucks, legal, offices, test
equipment) for 2,000-home
community

5,000–10,000

Maximum cost for 2,000-
home community

42,000 Maximum cost for 2,000-home
community

92,000

Source: Southwick (1998)

19 A ripple effect is a situation inwhich one event causes
a series of other events. In sociology, it refers to ideas or
small acts spreading through society to create a movement
(Long, 2001).

20 We have to acknowledge that political context might
have played a role in the deregulation process. In the 1970s
therewasageneralclimateofderegulation,whichaccelerated
with the Reagan administration in the 1980s. While the
broader political context alone cannot explain the success of
pay cable TV, especially given the FCC’s historical stance
against deregulation, it certainly was a contributing factor.
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systems to the market, Hargadon and Douglas (2001)
emphasized how Edison framed the new systems as
similar to existing gas lights. The authors suggested
that entrepreneurs should introduce new innovations
as similar to the existing offering in the market to en-
sure that incumbent institutions will be familiar with
the new technology, and therefore accept it more
easily. Our study confirms this finding and suggests
that in addition to similarity, framing complementar-
itywith the incumbents, as well as alignmentwith the
dominant frame of the regulators, are critical during
market entry. As discussed above, prior studies have
shown that in established markets there is typically
a coalition between incumbents and institutions
(Aldrich & Baker, 2001), and that this coalition can be
particularly strong in regulated markets where regu-
lators have the power to erect entry barriers (Edelman
& Suchman, 1997; Russo, 2001). We observe that
market entrants can avoid resistance from this strong
coalition by framing their product or service as com-
plementary to the incumbents, and in alignment with
the dominant frame of the regulators. This strategy
appeals to both parties and is more effective than only
framing complementarity with the incumbents, be-
cause it creates an initial positive opinion with the
regulators that would take the incumbents time and
effort to change, thus creating a window of opportu-
nity for the market entrants to grow.

Framing Contests in Regulated Markets

We find that the cable operators and incumbents in
ourstoryentered framingcontests (Guérardetal., 2013;
Kaplan, 2008; Ryan, 1991; Schneiberg & Soule, 2005)
based on the concept of public interest (Table 7a).
Public interest theory argues that as regulation is
designed to benefit society as a whole, regulatory
agencies typically maintain a dominant frame of serv-
ing thepublic interest21 (Pigou, 1932).Thedefinitionof
what serves the public interest, however, can be open
to interpretation. This was even acknowledged by one

of the actors in our story, Peggy Reed, a legal advisor to
the FCC: “The public interest is a constantly evolving
concept that almost has to be vague in order to account
for the evolution of various communications media”
(Krugman & Reid, 1980: 316).

The public interest concept can be particularly open
to interpretation during the regulation of new tech-
nologies, for which the evaluation criteria may not yet
be in place. The uncertainty caused by the absence of
appropriate evaluation criteria can allow incumbents
and new entrants to use strategic framing to shape the
environment. In fact, the incumbents in our story
attempted to influence the regulator by framing first
OTA pay TV and then cable TV against the public in-
terest. This incumbent strategy involved the raison
d’etre of the regulatory agencyand forced the agency to
take action in order to maintain their legitimacy.

In our story, we observe two different responses to
this strategy. One was to address the regulators di-
rectly, asking them for permission to enter the mar-
ket. This led to failure. The other was to create and
diffuse a new frame of public interest, thus entering
a framing contest with the incumbents.22 Given the
strong link between the incumbents and regulators,
cable operators had to choose an indirect route,
identifying groups (e.g., minorities, educators,
churches) whose interests they could serve in order
to create a new frame of public interest. To diffuse
this frame, they used various forms of collective ac-
tion23 to influence key actors in the public and in-
stitutional spherewho then put pressure on the FCC.
When it comes to using collective action to influence

21 In banking, for instance, the Securities Exchange
Commission (SEC) protects the public interest by ensuring
that resources are allocated in a socially efficient manner
(Misham, 1969), while in the food industry, the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) protects the public interest by
ensuring food safety. The FCC, founded to regulate the
broadcasting industry, assumed that the electromagnetic
spectrum is a limited resource belonging to the public, and
only thosemost capable of serving the public interest were
permitted to have a broadcast license (Communication
Act, 1934).

22 We believe that there may have been learning effects
between OTA and cable pay TV providers. Specifically, ob-
serving the resistance against OTA pay TV in the 1950s may
have led cable operators to first convince the public of the
benefits of the service.Thiswas similar to the approachof the
incumbents who defeated OTA pay TV earlier on. Learning
may have occurred in the other direction as well. For in-
stance, OTA operators Skiatron and Telemeter announced
plans to move to cable technology to leverage the regulatory
void. In addition, OTA operator Zenith used the “pay TV as
supplementary to free TV” frame many years after the cable
operators originally used it.

23 It isnoteworthy thatbothcableoperatorsand incumbents
engaged in a “grassroots” form of organizing networks. They
allied themselves with other groups with complementary in-
terests and resources in order to affect the outcome. Although
thereareparallels,werefrain fromlabeling theiractionasocial
movement since social movements are usually associated
withmarginal and isolated groups, such as peripheral market
players (e.g., Lounsbury et al., 2003) or NGOs (Guérard et al.,
2013), rather than resourceful companies.
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regulatory rulings, existing literature has mostly
focused on firms’ direct interaction with regulators
(De Figueiredo & Tiller, 2001; Lippmann, 2007;
Schuler, 1996). We argue that a direct approach is
risky given the strong alliance that is typically found
between incumbents and regulators in established
markets. Rather, an indirect approach may be more
effective, starting with smaller groups and then ex-
tending the collective action to influence the general
public, followedby institutional actors, andeventually
regulators. This strategy works as it leverages the
support garnered from one target in influencing the
next and larger target, creating a ripple effect.

In explaining how the framing contest was re-
solved, we note that it led to a frame multiplicity in
the environment, which divided institutional actors
into different camps based on the public interest
frame they supported. Once they achieved a critical
level of institutional support to pressure the regula-
tor, cable operators advocated frame consensus by
directly petitioning the regulator to switch sides in
order to reduce the industry turmoil. Our story
highlights that during the emergence of new prod-
ucts and services, frame multiplicity and consensus
among institutional actors is not just circumstantial,
but an outcome of the framing contests between
different actors. We also point out that during fram-
ing contests, not only the targets of the framing ac-
tivity, but also the producers, can change their
dominant frame based on interaction with their en-
vironment. In our story, cable operators strategically
changed their frame from public interest as “free TV
to all citizens” to public interest as “superior tech-
nology for culturally rich and diverse programs,”
following the framing activity of the incumbents. In
addition, various institutional actors (e.g., legislators,
government) diverted from an initial “save free TV”
frame to “helping a revolutionary technology grow”

frame due to the framing activity of cable operators.

By showing how frames coevolve, we answer pre-
vious calls (e.g., Guérard et al., 2013) to provide
a more realistic perspective on framing contests.

Overall, we contribute to literature by documenting
underexplored processes of how framing contests
unfold over time, how actors’ frames change as
a result of their interaction, and how the institutions
in the environment are affected and involved. We
posit that framing contests involving the public in-
terest are an inevitable process for entrants seeking
legitimacy in regulated markets. In this process,
finding the right coalition partners among other
market players (e.g., those who can frame their
product in the public interest), as well as in the
public and institutional sphere (e.g., minority
groups, educational, and religious institutions)who
can help construct and diffuse an alternative frame
of public interest is a crucial step in winning the
framing contest.

From Entrepreneurship to Institutional
Entrepreneurship

While there is evidence that cable and pay cable
operators used various forms of collective action to
stage an indirect approach to the regulators, we
cannot deny the role of improvisation and opportu-
nity taking, especially at the beginning. Zahra (2007)
recognized a gap in our understanding of the pro-
cesses of opportunity recognition and exploitation
byentrepreneurs. Similarly, Sarasvathy (2001)noted
that entrepreneurs typically start their endeavor
“with the means available based on who they are,
what they know, andwhom they know” (Sarasvathy,
2001: 250) and these first steps often lead to addi-
tional opportunities. Empirically, improvisation has
been shown to play a role in venture-creation pro-
cesses: due to the unstructured role of opportunities,
entrepreneurs need to deal with problems as they

TABLE 7a
Frames Adopted by Various Actors during Framing Contests in the Cable TV Case

Early 1950s to 1960s Early to late 1960s Mid-1960s to early 1970s Late 1970s to 1980s

Cable Operators

NAB (Incumbents)

FCC

Executive Branch

Courts (Judiciary Branch)

N Cable complementary to free TV;s Cable as revolutionary technology;n Protect free TV.
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emerge and craft solutions “making do with what is
at hand”—or bricolage as defined by Lévi-Strauss
(1967, cited in Baker & Nelson, 2005). In our study,
we see that the entrepreneurs did not necessarily
calculate all the steps to legitimize their services.
Rather, they “stumbled upon” and leveraged certain
opportunities, as described below.

An important opportunity for cable entrepreneurs
was the regulatory void around cable technology. A
regulatory void is a type of institutional gap that
arises when institutional arrangements that support
markets are absent or too weak to accomplish the
expected role (Khanna & Palepu, 1997;Mair &Martı́,
2009). Prior literature has shown that new technol-
ogies require a defined institutional space to govern
the production, distribution and consumption of
associated artifacts (Dosi, 1982; Rosenberg, 1982;
VandeVen&Garud, 1993). Until this is established,
however, new technologies often cause environ-
mental uncertainty (Anderson & Tushman, 1990;
Bower & Christensen, 1995; Hargadon & Douglas,

2001; Tushman & Anderson, 1986). A few studies
have illustrated how entrepreneurs can take advan-
tageof thisuncertainty innascentmarkets (e.g.,Ozcan
& Eisenhardt, 2009; Santos & Eisenhardt, 2009). Our
study shows that such opportunities also exist in
established markets when new technologies render
regulations obsolete. We argue that the regulatory
void following a new technology was an important
opportunity for entrepreneurs to create a foothold in
the market in our case. In addition, cable entrepre-
neurs’ early allianceswith local schools and churches
constitute a goodexampleofhowthey formed links as
they recognized the opportunity. Opportunity taking
especially helped the entrepreneurs form the content
of their message to influence different targets. Once
they had stumbled upon the benefits of cable for local
churches and schools, for instance, they emphasized
education and diversity in their public campaign.
Later on, when pay cable operators observed the de-
cline of cable revenues, they framedpay cable service
as the savior of cable.

TABLE 7b
Quotes accompanying Table 7a

Early 1950s to 1960s
Early to late

1960s
Mid 1960s to early

1970s Late 1970s to 1980s

Cable Operators “We didn’t want to compete with
broadcasters, we didn’t go after the
advertisers. We were an extension of
their services.”

“We ask only for the right to build a vital new communications resource—one
which is founded on the public’s desire, and the need and right to new
programming choices and services.”

NAB “At that time, cable and broadcasters
loved each other. They had an
extremely happy relationship
because broadcast signals would
reach places that the signals could
not reach over the air. Cable was
providing a service that broadcasters
loved. It was not a competitor; it was
an affiliate; it was an extender of
broadcast signals.”

“PayTVcannot be regardedas an addition to free television; it is a substitute for
free television.”

FCC “We do not now envision where we
could find that the public interest
would be disserved by affording an
opportunity for choice of service and
the benefits of competition and
diversity of expression.”

“Our conclusion is that community
antenna television serves the
public interest when it acts as
a supplement rather than
a substitute for off the air
television service.”

“Cable is at most a minor threat to
broadcast industry and no threat at
all to the public well being.
Broadcasters have to adjust to a new
reality.”

Executive “Since cable TV is a capital intensive
industry, it requiresprofit incentives in
order to develop. The FCC’s extensive
restrictions stifle cable’s growth.”

Courts “The commission has reasonably
found that the achievement of the
protection of broadcasting is
placed in jeopardy by the
unregulated explosive growth of
cable TV.”

“The FCC’s restrictions are ‘arbitrary
and capricious’ and violate the First
Amendment rights of cable
operators.”
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This image of local, opportunistic entrepreneurs
provides a contrast to the collective and powerful in-
stitutional entrepreneurs that we encounter later on in
the story. Our longitudinal data allows us to show the
evolution of our focal actors from self-serving partici-
pants with no field-level intentions, to central and
powerful actors with strategic moves targeted at chang-
ing their institutional environment. Extant entre-
preneurship literature has recognized that the
institutional context is critical for entrepreneurial
activity, butmore empirical work is needed to show
how entrepreneurs can become institutional entrepre-
neurs and deliberately manipulate their institutional
contexts (Pacheco et al., 2010). On the other hand,
scholars have agreed that entrepreneurship concepts
such as opportunity taking need to be integrated into
the institutional entrepreneurship literature (Pacheco
et al., 2010). Our study follows earlier attempts (e.g.,
Hargadon & Douglas, 2001, Pacheco et al., 2010;
Tracey et al., 2011) to establish a link between entre-
preneurship and institutional entrepreneurship,where
the latter is defined as per Aldrich (2011) through
collective action, but without the heroic connotation
of individual entrepreneurs that can change institu-
tions. In our story, entrepreneurs begin at a small scale
withprivate interests inmind.As theyuniteandbecome
organized through industry associations and other
interest groups, they increase their scale and target,

allowing the process of institutional change to begin.
Wedocument how institutional change is the outcome
of a long-term process, which is fueled by entrepre-
neurs acting collectively to convince private groups
and institutional actors to cooperate while battling
with resistors of change through framing contests.

Finally, we argue that our findings are generaliz-
able invariousways. First, the framingandcollective
action strategies we uncover are relevant for non-
entrepreneurial actors. A case in point is how the
market incumbents in our story used a similar strat-
egy (i.e., utilized public interest framing, started
a public campaign, and finally appealed to the reg-
ulators) to effectively hinder OTA pay TV (Figure 1).
In addition, our findings are applicable to other reg-
ulated markets (e.g., automotive, bio- and nano-
technology, food and healthcare) where the concept
of public interest is central. Recently, a similar battle
occurred between entrepreneurial VOIP technology
providers and incumbent fixed-line telecom opera-
tors, where the incumbents used public interest fram-
ing and collective action to get VOIP providers
classified within “telecom services,” where they
would have to pay the same fees and access charges
as the large telecom companies, rather than in “in-
formation services” where there was no regulation.
Similar to our case, VOIP providers responded with
a public interest frame of “allowing a revolutionary

FIGURE 3
Theoretical Framework on How Entrepreneurs Can Shape a Regulated Environment
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technology to grow.” After a 10-year battle involving
the FCC, legislators and courts, the VOIP providers
succeeded in 2005 in being classified as information
services companies, which allowed them to grow
without regulation.Theparallels betweenour case and
this contemporary one highlight that in a regulated
market, the fate of the entrepreneurs depends on how
they frame their service or technology and use collec-
tive action to win over incumbents in influencing the
critical institutional actors in their environment.

CONCLUSION

In this study of the introduction of Pay TV in the
United States, we explore how entrepreneurs can gain
support for their products or services in regulated
markets by combining various strategies within the
context of a regulatory void following technological
change. In the process, we identify framing as an im-
portant strategic tool, document how framing contests
unfold over time, and work toward a more realistic
tale of institutional change.We show that institutional
change is fueled by collections of entrepreneurs
moving their target of influence from private to in-
stitutional actors, and interacting with resistors of
change, such asmarket incumbents, in themeantime.
We show that, similar to Alinsky’s (1971)metaphor of
“political jujitsu” to describe turning the force of the
institutional power structure against itself, entrepre-
neurs can establish their products or services despite
resistance from strong incumbents and powerful reg-
ulators if they influence the institutions around them,
creating a ripple effect through which the institutions
they have already convinced put pressure on other
critical institutions, and eventually on the regulators.

Overall, this study is a potentially important step
in showing how entrepreneurs can establish their
product or service despite strong opposition from
powerful incumbents and regulatory agencies. In
explaining this process, we uncover the roles of the
various actors in changing a regulated environment,
and highlight the importance of combining framing
and collective action as part of an overall strategy to
influence these actors through a ripple effect.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A1
Data Sources

Type of data Sources Example quote from the source

Annual reports of the regulator FRC and FCC reports (1927–1980) “Our conclusion is that community antenna television
serves the public interest when it acts as
a supplement rather than a substitute for off the air
television service.”

Booksabout thehistoryof payTV Hilmes, 1990; Le Duc, 1973; Mosco, 1979;
Mullen, 2003; Parsons, 2008; Southwick,
1998

“Whether it shouldbe classified as a broadcast service,
a common carrier service, or other type of
communication service.”

Audio interviews with various
key cable and pay-cable
entrepreneurs

15 interviews from theCablecenter organization “We didn’t want to compete with broadcasters, we
didn’t go after the advertisers.Wewere an extension
of their services.”

Newspaper articles 204 New York Times articles (1949–1985) “FCC had to decidewhether it possessed the authority
to authorize and regulate subscription television,
whether safeguards would be necessary to make
sure that the public generally continued to get ‘well
balanced programming without charge’ and
whether the servicewouldbe in the public interest.”

Academic articles 20 law (e.g., Communications and Law) and
economics (e.g.,American Economic Review)
journals, and studies by reputable research
institutions (e.g., Rand Corporation)

“Since cable TV is a capital intensive industry, it
requires profit incentives in order to develop. FCC’s
extensive restrictions stifle cable’s growth.”

Industry communications and
newsletters

Communications from the NAB and the NCTA,
as well as trade journals (e.g., The
Broadcasting Magazine)

“Pay to see television will add nothing to present
programming except a bill. It cannot be regarded as
anaddition to free television; it is a substitute for free
television. Free television robbed of its talent must
itself inevitably turn to pay television or deteriorate
to mediocrity or worse. In either event the public
will receive less service for more money.”
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